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THE SETTING
The property is within Sounds Ecological District, one of four forming the Sounds-Wellington
Ecological Region. The others are D'Urville, Cook Strait and Wellington. Sounds forms the
largest and central district, and includes the entire Marlborough Sounds except the very outer
reaches, Croisilles Harbour and western D'Urville Island. It is a wonderfully complex
labyrinth of convoluted land and waterways ("drowned valleys"), with a robust but rather
benign climate. The topography includes peninsulas, headlands, steep hills, strong ridges,
gullies and confined flats and inlets. There are several substantial islands within each of the
two main sounds, Pelorus and Queen Charlotte, and some smaller islets. The highest point is
Mt Stokes (1204m), high enough to have an alpine character.
The geology is complex. In the west is Permian argillite and igneous conglomerate, with some
areas of ultramafic "Mineral Belt" rocks and volcanics. In the central part is Carboniferous
greywacke and argillite, and in the east is Carboniferous Marlborough schist. These are
arranged in belts or strips along a NE-SW axis. D'Urville Island only separated from the
mainland since the last glacial period.
The climate has prevailing west to north-west winds with fairly frequent gales, reliable
rainfall, warm summers and mild winters. Soils are steepland soils formed from the parent
rocks and include fragmented solifluction debris. They are moderately fertile as a rule, but in
the higher rainfall areas they are leached and have infertile podzols. In the ultramafic areas the
unusual concentrations of metallic minerals create soils that inhibit plants such as broadleaved
trees and pasture grasses.
The pre-human vegetation cover would have been almost entirely forest, except for eroding
scarps, beaches, water bodies and at the summit of Mt Stokes. Much of the forest has been
cleared for farming or timber. Hard beech is dominant in most remaining forest areas up to
about 500m, with black beech on spurs, kamahi common and some rimu. In the gullies and
fertile lower slopes is lush broadleaved forest containing kohekohe, pukatea, tawa and nikau,
sometimes with large rimu, matai and kahikatea. There is usually a profusion of ferns,
climbers and epiphytes in these forests. Between 500 and 700m in altitude the forest is
generally dominated by red beech, with kamahi and silver beech. Southern rata and Hall's
totara often occur on ridge crests. Above 700m the forest is dominated by silver beech, with
mountain beech on some western peaks. On the summit of Mt Stokes, above 1100m, is alpine
vegetation of snowgrass, alpine daisies and cushion plants, with a fringe of "stoppy-stop"
(leatherwood or tupare, Olearia colensoi) scrub. Ultramafic areas retain a little of the former
forest cover of hard beech, kamahi and southern rata, but most has been burnt and now
supports tight scrub of manuka, neinei (Dracophyllum urvilleanum), tauhinu and other shrubs.
Areas of former forest not now in pasture or exotic pines are clad in scrub or regenerating low
forest. Kanuka, manuka, tauhinu, gorse and Spanish heath are abundant in such vegetation at
an early stage in regeneration, in drier sites or where there is continued grazing. Later in the
regeneration process and in gullies, the dominant plants are kanuka and/or numerous
broadleaved trees such as five-finger, mahoe, karamu, heketara and putaputaweta, usually
with an abundance of tree ferns. Wilding pines are the main weed threat to these areas.
The flora has features of significance including plants peculiar to the summit of Mt Stokes,
such as the distinctive daisy Celmisia macmahonii var. macmahonii and species confined to
the ultramafics. Cook's scurvy grass, once abundant around the coast, has virtually
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disappeared but still occurs on some islands. D'Urville Island is rather special; because it is
possum-free it still has an abundance of mistletoes. It also has threatened plants such as shore
milkweed (Euphorbia glauca) and wind grass (Anemanthele lessoniana).
The fauna includes most of the coastal, wetland and bush birds of the region. Threatened
species include NZ falcon, marsh crake, kereru and South Island kaka. Sadly, little spotted
kiwi have disappeared in recent decades from their former range, but have been rescued on
some predator-free islands. Weka are still common. There is a nationally endangered endemic
frog, Maud Island frog (Leiopelma pakeka), found only on the island that gives it its name.
Lizards (skinks and geckos) are fairly common still, and the giant landsnails Powelliphanta
hochstetteri obscura and Powelliphanta hochstetteri bicolor are still present. Native fish,
including eels, galaxiids and bullies, occur in most streams and wetlands.
People have lived in the Sounds and Cook Strait vicinity for many centuries. Evidence of
former Maori settlement - middens, terraces, pits, garden areas and worked stone material occur in many places. There are extensive prehistoric quarries, particularly on D'Urville
Island, from which material and artefacts were moved throughout the country. Some of the
forest cover was burnt during the pre-European period of settlement, but most of the clearance
happened since European arrival. Ship Cove is famous for being used by Captain Cook during
his explorations in the late 18th century. He liberated pigs and goats for the first time in New
Zealand there. The patterns of farming, established during the latter 19th century and early 20th
century, still remain. However, they are becoming increasingly replaced by exotic forestry and
coastal settlement. In a remarkable reversal of the former trend of destruction and alienation
of the indigenous ecosystems, some modern landowners are returning land to native forest and
are tackling pests so that the native fauna and flora can flourish.
Weeds that pose serious ecological threats are wilding conifers (mostly pines) and old man's
beard. Animal pests are feral pigs, deer, goats and possums, and smaller predators such as
rodents, mustelids and hedgehogs. Wasps are also an ecological problem. Techniques for
dealing with all these pests are available and with regular control it is possible to keep the
threats to a minimum. The Department of Conservation manages an extensive network of
reserves throughout the ecological district. There are areas of private land with protection as
QEII National Trust Open Space Covenants. Threatened species are being managed on several
of the islands, notably Maud Island in Pelorus Sound and Motuara Island in Queen Charlotte
Sound.

THE PROPERTY
This property is located along the southern and western edge of Shakespeare Bay, adjacent to
Picton Harbour in Queen Charlotte Sound, covering an area of about 130ha. The land lies
between the ridge and coast at the northern extreme of the block of hills drained by the
Waikakaho and Tuamarina Rivers, and Cullens Creek, a high, rugged area with extensive
original forest cover. The property lies mostly below about 400m altitude. Several small
creeks drain the property forming a series of minor ridges and gullies along an east-facing
slope. The upper slopes are steep, but the lower slopes are more gentle and colluvial fans
extend to the coast. Shallow water in the bay encourages the formation of sea-grass beds. The
foliated (layered) schist rock is readily eroded, resulting in outwash material accumulating to
form swampy lowlands where the streams emerge near the coast.
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Queen Charlotte Drive traverses the lower slope and part of the land below the road is farmed.
Several houses are located near the road and some private land lies within the property. Above
the road there are areas of exotic forestry on previously farmed and logged land, but most of
the property is in regenerating bush or patches of original forest, dominated by hard beech on
the upper slopes. A tract of regenerating bush along the northern end of the property below
the road is covenanted private land, and the northern border joins Department of Conservation
land. Extremely good views of Queen Charlotte Sound and the built area of Picton, Waikawa
and Waimahara wharf (formerly the freezing works, but now the Marlborough Sounds log
handling facility) are seen from the upper slopes, and the road itself is a scenic route. Tracks
serving power lines, TV transmission and forestry management cross the property from
Queen Charlotte Drive to the ridge crest.
SIGNIFICANT ECOLOGICAL SITES
There are three significant natural areas identified on the property:
Site 576: Shakespeare Bay Stream Bush, (Grid Refs E 2592465 N 5990553), 67ha
Site 577: Shakespeare Bay Estuary, (Grid Refs E 2593464 N 5991141), 3ha
Site 578: Shakespeare Bay Swamp Forest, (Grid Refs E 5991640 N 2593249), 17ha

Site 576: Shakespeare Bay Stream Bush
Landform
The site covers most of the property. Several small streams drain the steep upper slopes from
the skyline ridge (460m in the south to 390m in the north) creating a series of irregular ridges
and gullies.
Vegetation
There are three zones of vegetation:
576 A. Original, relatively undisturbed beech forest, on the northern upper slopes;
576 B. Disturbed beech forest associated with patches of secondary bush, on the upper
southern slopes;
576 C. Secondary bush composed of regenerating broadleaved species and kanuka, across
the lower to mid slope, forming a zone between exotic forest and original bush.
The original beech forest zone (576A) is relatively typical low altitude forest of the Sounds
District. Hard beech is dominant with a little red beech in the upper gullies and silver beech
nearer to the ridge crest. Some southern rata occurs on the upper slope along with toro
(Myrsine salicina). In the lower gullies remnant podocarps occur, mainly rimu, and formerly
kahikatea. But the podocarps have mostly been logged and some stumps remain as evidence.
Patches of tawa occur, but this tree was more common in the lower gullies that have largely
been cleared. There is a good area of regenerating tawa in the DOC land to the north and
small groves within the SNA 576A, B and C, areas. The bush understorey is well-developed
and mostly lush with pate, whiteywood, five-finger, silver fern and mamaku, kiekie and
supplejack and a few nikau and kawakawa. The drier bush under beech has kamahi, tree daisy
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(heketara), and mingimingi (Leucopogon fasciculata). The foliated schist is unstable and there
are open patches with scattered kanuka. Some pig rooting occurs.
The disturbed beech forest at the southern end of the property (SNA 576B) is similar but
broken by former clearance so there are expanses of secondary bush. The ridge crest is similar
with intensive goat tracks and pig rooting and an influx of weeds, especially scotch broom.
Below the beech forest is a zone of regenerating secondary bush. It consists of broadleaved
species such as five-finger, whiteywood, marble-leaf and mamaku tree ferns. An interesting
coastal species is akeake. Rangiora and wineberry form dense groves on the upper slopes.
Kanuka is scattered in patches throughout, sometimes suggesting a formerly more widespread
cover that has been replaced by broadleaved bush after further burning. Some areas have
vegetation typical of infertile acids soils, such as Gahnia spp, bush cabbage tree, lycopodium
and kamahi.
A very conspicuous feature is the old mans beard in the secondary bush, having spread from
tracks. Broom is also dense along the tracks and has infiltrated the secondary bush where
goats have created openings. Barberry is also present.
Flora
The flora is typical of Sounds vegetation. Akeake is distinctive. High altitude forest (silver
beech, toro, southern rata) extends to quite a low level, perhaps because the area is relatively
exposed to the cool south weather.
Other features
Weeds and goats are a problem, but most of the bush is in pretty good shape. Kereru are
present and appear to be reproducing, which is an uncommon feature. There is a turn over of
beech, indicating a fairly dynamic environment (steep schist, wind) that suggests careful
management is needed, especially pig control. The tracks give good access but are also
avenues for both weeds and pests to spread.
ECOSYSTEMS REPRESENTED AT THE SITE
Ecosystem type
Beech forest
Secondary broadleaved bush
Kanuka forest

% area of site
40
55
5

Assessment of ecological significance
(a) Representativeness: does the site represent a good example of one of the characteristic
types of native vegetation in the district?
Typical sounds vegetation, over quite a large area.
(b) Rarity: are there rare species or communities?
Remnant podocarps and tawa are uncommon, but not rare.
(c) Diversity and pattern: is there a notable range of species and habitats?
There is a gully-ridge system, a low to relatively high altitude sequence, and a pattern
following logging and fire that combine to result in a diverse set of communities.
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(d) Distinctiveness/special ecological characteristics: are there any features which make the
site stand out locally, regionally or nationally?
The common occurrence of akeake in the secondary bush is a distinctive feature.
(e) Size and shape: how do size and shape influence character and viability?
The area is quite large and has a compact shape and these features add to its value.
(f) Connectivity: what is the degree of ecological connections with surrounding areas?
The area is continuous with original bush to the east, and regenerating bush to the north. The
southern and western edges adjoin exotic forest.
(g) Sustainability: does the site possess the resilience to maintain its ecological integrity and
processes?
There is good regeneration of forest species, including a few rimu in secondary vegetation.
There is a serious old mans beard problem that might be able to be controlled by aerial
spraying, but otherwise threatens the health of the secondary bush.
Tabulated ranking of the above criteria using the scale: L =Low M =Medium H =High
Criterion

Ranking

Representativeness
Rarity
Diversity and pattern
Distinctiveness/special ecological characteristics
Size and shape
Connectivity
Sustainability

M
L
M
L
M
M
M

Overall significance

M

Site 577: Shakespeare Bay Estuary
Landform
Several creeks flow from the slopes to the sea, and the southernmost forms a small estuary in
the SW corner of the property where the creek is confined by a ridge. The ridge has exposed
bedrock where the creek cuts in. Wave action has built a low spit across the front of the
estuary. Beyond, sea-grass beds cover the shallow bay and banks of dead leaf material build
up on the beach. Inland from the estuary, but below the road, the creek forms a swampy
colluvial slope.
Vegetation
Although this is only a very small area there are several distinct vegetation types. The inland
swampy portion (SNA 577A) is really just a fenced former paddock dominated by tall fescue,
but with areas of native swamp regeneration (Carex geminata, C. secta) and a few young
flaxes and cabbage trees. There is also some regenerating bush including kohuhu, lemonwood
and manuka. There is one young kahikatea. Gorse has been cleared from the lower margins
and dense manuka is regenerating there. The area will become very good habitat in a short
time.
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The estuarine portion (577B) is dominated by oioi (jointed rush) and sea rush (Juncus
maritimus), with a border of shore ribbonwood. Salt turf species occur near the creek
including Samolus repens, glasswort, native celery and Selliera radicans. The spit between
the estuary and the beach is dry, with Muehlenbeckia complexa, nobbly clubrush, a single
kanuka and some manuka, with regenerating shore ribbonwood along the inner border.
The ridge along the SW border of the site (between the road and the estuary, 577C) has
regenerating bush composed of kohuhu, akeake, kanuka and five-finger, and this extends
eastwards to the mouth of the creek where bedrock protects a small remnant of disturbed but
largely original coastal bush including kamahi, Dianella (blue-berry), Coprosma lucida and
Asplenium terrestre. Formerly this would have included black beech.
Sea-grass forms extensive beds in the shallow muddy bay.
Flora
There is nothing unusual about the flora but it is a typical example of a Sounds estuarine
system, which typically has a wide range of species associated together in a distinctive
pattern. Sea-grass, while typical of shallow bays in parts of the Sounds, is not common.
Other features
Gorse removal (by Port Marlborough staff) has had a good impact, encouraging manuka
regeneration. There is a stoat trap set at the stream mouth.
ECOSYSTEMS REPRESENTED AT THE SITE
Ecosystem type
Lowland swamp
Estuary
Regenerating coastal bush

% area of site
30
40
30

Assessment of ecological significance
(a) Representativeness: does the site represent a good example of one of the characteristic
types of native vegetation in the district?
Small but typical of Sounds inner bay ecosystems.
(b) Rarity: are there rare species or communities?
There are many small estuaries in the Sounds but they are often disturbed by weeds.
(c) Diversity and pattern: is there a notable range of species and habitats?
The area is delightfully diverse because there are several small habitats side-by-side. The
diversity is increasing as the former farmland is replaced by swamp vegetation.
(d) Distinctiveness/special ecological characteristics: are there any features which make the
site stand out locally, regionally or nationally?
Off-shore sea-grass is a distinctive feature, but nothing is unique here.
(e) Size and shape: how do size and shape influence character and viability?
The area has a compact shape, limited on two sides by Queen Charlotte Drive. However it is
very small in size.
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(f) Connectivity: what is the degree of ecological connections with surrounding areas?
Surrounded by road and disturbed land on three sides, but open to the sea.
(g) Sustainability: does the site possess the resilience to maintain its ecological integrity and
processes?
The site is reasonable protected in that the road restricts development, and the creek and seawater regimes protect the underlying hydrology.
Tabulated ranking of the above criteria using the scale: L =Low M =Medium H =High
Criterion
Representativeness
Rarity
Diversity and pattern
Distinctiveness/special ecological characteristics
Size and shape
Connectivity
Sustainability
Overall significance

Ranking
M
L
M
L
L
M
M
M-L

Site 578: Shakespeare Bay Swamp Forest
Landform
The site has a distinctive landform in two parts. The southern part, about a third of the area,
receives several small streams from the hill-slope behind, and these spread water over the
lower colluvial slope. The northern two-thirds has a single main stream which receives
branches from a large basin over the upper slopes. This basin is bush-covered DOC land.
Below, where the contributing streams converge, is the beginning of a large fan that reaches
out into the sea forming a point with two flanks. This is an unusual landform in the Sounds.
Vegetation
The vegetation of the two landforms is different. The swampy southern part is very disturbed
with areas of gorse and bracken. But there is considerable regeneration of swamp forest,
mainly kahikatea and puketea with some matai and titoki. There are two original kahikatea
near the coast, an uncommon feature, and these (plus a large tree in a gully on DOC land next
to the property) are the parents of the regeneration. The fan is drier and is predominantly
broadleaved species in disturbed areas, with a little hard beech. The broadleaved forest
reaches right down to the shore – marbleleaf, kohuhu, akeake, five-finger, rangiora, tree
fuchsia, kaikomako and tawa, among others. The vegetation is very dense. A small area of
similar secondary bush occurs above the road, with young hinau, lemonwood and akeake.
Flora
Lowland swamp forest is uncommon, and adult kahikatea near the coast are especially rare.
The site has a diverse flora and is regenerating well after logging and other disturbance.
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ECOSYSTEMS REPRESENTED AT THE SITE
Ecosystem type
Swamp forest
Beech forest
Broadleaved secondary forest

% area of site
35
5
60

Assessment of ecological significance
(a) Representativeness: does the site represent a good example of one of the characteristic
types of native vegetation in the district?
Although disturbed the vegetation is recovering well and includes two types of typical
sounds vegetation, although swamp forest is now rare.
(b) Rarity: are there rare species or communities?
Swamp forest is a rare community. There is the possibility of very uncommon species (e.g.
swamp maire, but this was not seen).
(c ) Diversity and pattern: is there a notable range of species and habitats?
The site has high species diversity including swamp forest, beech forest, broadleaved
secondary species and coastal species.
(d) Distinctiveness/special ecological characteristics: are there any features which make the
site stand out locally, regionally or nationally?
The landforms of the site are distinctive, notably swampy coastal lowland, and a drier fan
deposited by the creek which carries the combined rocky debris of a large steep basin.
(e) Size and shape: how do size and shape influence character and viability?
The site is quite large and most stretches from Queen Charlotte Drive to the coast, forming a
compact shape.
(f) Connectivity: what is the degree of ecological connections with surrounding areas?
Although separated by the road the site is adjacent to a large area of original bush.
(g) Sustainability: does the site possess the resilience to maintain its ecological integrity and
processes?
The site is regenerating after former disturbance (logging and probably farming), so that there
are gorse areas, but it appears to be in good order and will continue to improve over time.
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Tabulated ranking of the above criteria using the scale: L =Low M =Medium H =High
Criterion

Ranking

Representativeness
Rarity
Diversity and pattern
Distinctiveness/special ecological characteristics
Size and shape
Connectivity
Sustainability

M-H
M
M-H
H
M
M-H
M

Overall significance

M-H

Suggestions for future management
Features of the property as a whole
Apart from severe old mans beard in the mid gullies the property is in good ecological
condition. Management is complicated by several owners/managers of roading- powerlines,
TV transmission and forestry, which may mean that coordinated weed control is difficult. The
Queen Charlotte Drive traverses the property and this too may complicate management of
adjacent land. Although at present there are few wilding pines, pine forest will be a future
source of seed, and several areas of open scrub where goats are common are likely to be
colonized.
Site 576
Broom along the tracks has been cleared in the past and should be cleared again, in an attempt
to establish grass along the track-sides and ultimately native vegetation. Broom is spreading
into open parts of the secondary bush where goats concentrate. Pigs are locally damaging,
especially on upper slopes. Possums are only minor (browse on wineberry). Old mans beard is
a serious problem and is inhibiting the adequate regeneration of bush near the tracks and
adjacent gullies. It is too large a population for hand control, but limited aerial spraying is a
possibility with follow-up ground control in successfully sprayed areas (otherwise it will regrow). There are a few wilding pines that could be removed before they enter open places.
Site 577
The site is being managed very well. The hillslope portion of the site (presumably partly road
reserve) between the swamp/estuary and the road is weedy and could receive some restoration
activities.
Site 578
The site appears to be managed well. There is probably some old mans beard along the road.
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APPENDIX
Photographs of representative and/or special features.

Above. View of the property from Waimahara Lookout. Much of the slope forms Site 576,
showing the dense beech forest (centre, right), disturbed beech forest (upper left), DOC land
(right, above road, including an area of regenerating tawa forest) and part of Site 578 (far
right, below road). Forestry blocks (pines and eucalypts) are visible.
Below. View from Waimahara Lookout, showing DOC land above the road, and most of Site
578, below the road. Site 578 is covenanted land. The fan formed below the road from
converging streams is a distinctive landform feature and the adjacent land to the left is
swampy land with regenerating swamp forest. The yellow flowered trees (right) are Acacia
dealbata and the open non-forest areas are mostly bracken and gorse.
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Above. Site 576. Strongly foliated schist is the rock forming the steep slope and this is prone
to splitting along the layers forming unstable ground. Pig-rooting is particularly damaging in
this kind of ground opening the bush up to allow weed invasion, and causing young trees to be
uprooted.
Below. Site 576. The boundary between the upper hard beech forest and lower secondary
forest composed of kanuka, tree ferns and a range of broad-leaved species.
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Above. Site 576. The interior of the gully forest, showing a young nikau, kiekie, ferns and
supplejack, with seedling tawa – typical lush Sounds rainforest.

Left. Recent history of the bush in Site
576 is revealed by a sawn stump coated
in charcoal. Most of the podocarps (rimu,
matai and kahikatea) were removed for
timber along with the lower beech that
was burnt for farmland.
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Left. A young (scruffy-looking)
wood pigeon sits atop a dead
kamahi, its parents close-by, the
family resting after a feed of tawa
berries. It is uncommon to see
young kereru and this indicates
that the bush is in a relatively
healthy state with regard to
predators (possums, stoats and
rats).
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Above. Site 576. Old mans Beard (Clematis vitalba) has been brought into the site by vehicles
making and travelling on the roads servicing power lines and TV transmission towers, and
more recently exotic forestry. The Queen Charlotte Drive is bordered by dense old mans beard
along much of its length and this may have been the original source. The native trees are
clearly being smothered by the dense cover. A combination of aerial summer spraying and
ground cutting may be effective and any new infestations in open vegetation or along roads
and within exotic forest should be urgently eliminated.

Left. The tracks in Site 576 are
often bordered by scotch broom,
old (above) and young re-growth
following former clearance. It has
spread into open bush where goats
maintain tracks. While not a
serious threat it would be
preferable for roads to be
bordered by native vegetation
such as wineberry and rangiora.
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Above. Site 577. The upper paddock is fenced and is regenerating sedges and manuka through
gorse and tall fescue. The lower estuary is bordered by a spit. Beyond is the log loading
facility of Waimahara.
Below. Site 577. The oioi (jointed rush) and sea rush vegetation with a border of shrubs of
shore ribbonwood. The somewhat weedy vegetation on the hill-slope lies between the estuary
and Queen Charlotte Drive.
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Above. Site 578. Part of the swamp forest composed of regenerating kahikatea, matai and
puketea emerging through dense broadleaved species like five-finger and tree fuchsia, which
is gradually replacing gorse.
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